Transition from an excitable to an oscillatory state in dictyostelium discoideum.
Under conditions of starvation, populations of the amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum aggregate are mediated by chemical excitation waves of cAMP. Two types of waves can be observed, either spiral or circular-shaped ones. We investigate transitions from rotating spirals to circular shaped waves (target patterns). Two different experiments demonstrating this phenomenon are presented. In the first case a continuous transition from the spiral type pattern to target waves was observed at the later stages of aggregation. In the second case the transition was induced by annihilation of waves by a spatially homogeneous cAMP pulse. Instead of the originally present spiral waves, oscillating spots bearing target patterns emerged. On the basis of a model for Dictyostelium aggregation, we provide a theoretical explanation for such transitions. It is shown that cell density can be an effective bifurcation parameter. Under certain conditions, the system is shifted from the excitable to the oscillatory state while the frequency of oscillations is proportional to the square root of the cell density. Thus, the regions with the highest cell density during the early stages of the spatial rearrangement of the cells become pacemakers and produce target patterns. The analytic results were confirmed in numerical simulations of the model.